Community & Aquatics Center Open House
Flip Chart Compilation

November 28, 2018 6:00 – 8:00 p.m.
City Hall Council Chamber

Increase parking

Build a pool with 8 lanes, a dive tank, and ample spectator seating

Include a designated senior center in the initial design

Provide a place for seniors to “be”

Build out into the green spaces to increase building size

Consider a balance between the aesthetic appeal of openness and pool users’ need for privacy

Do we really need 2 basketball courts?

The pool box is permanent, so it is important to get it right the first time

Engage the school district as partners

How can we engage/empower the community to get involved?

Get input from competitive swimmers regarding pool features

A competition pool will bring revenue to the whole community

Eliminate the courtyard in favor of more building space

Prioritize the pool and make cuts in other areas

Provide opportunities for public art

Explore public/private/non-profit partners

Pay attention to the current and changing demographics of Shoreline

Provide a commercial kitchen. It is a revenue source for events

Keep the view of the CAC open so it is visible from Aurora

Provide a commercial kitchen so the Senior Center can continue to provide low-cost meals
Accommodate competitive swimming
Meet the requirements for both seniors and aquatics
Explore partnerships/donations
Study Lynnwood’s segregated pool model
Consider closing Midvale permanently
Consider the Snohomish facility and the revenue the pool could bring in
The shallow end should be 3 – 5 feet
Why isn’t the pool “L” shaped to naturally accommodate more simultaneous activities?